
WES DISMISSAL PROCEDURES 
 

Parents,  

Anytime there is change it is important that we explain the why, and hopefully answer any lingering 

questions/concerns in order to create success with the new systems.  With an increase in parents parking 

and walking-up, more parent custody/protective orders, and substitute teachers on campus, we are 

implementing a couple of changes to enhance student safety at WES after school dismissal.  

Your child’s teacher knows you, who is authorized, and in some cases unauthorized, to pick up your child.  

However, when there is a substitute, there is more room left for error.  In addition, although you may not 

have any concerns with unauthorized family members attempting to pick up your children, many of our 

families are working through custody and the courts, and by law, we are responsible for ensuring we are not 

releasing students to anyone that has restricted or limited access to one of our students.  As you can 

imagine this creates an extra sense of responsibility for teachers and those that step in for them as a 

substitute when they are sick. 

This year, we have made the dismissal cards specific by teacher/grade, and are asking that anyone picking 

up a student, whether in a car or in person carry a dismissal card daily.  This will allow us to quickly scan the 

surroundings and help teachers, staff and subs know who can be released to whom.  You are in control of 

who can access your child using the dismissal cards.  We understand the cards are not a foolproof system, 

but it is a step in a safer direction.  We hopefully have created enough unique descriptors that discourage 

someone from trying to re-create the cards.   

Our desire is to simplify your life, while supporting the safe dismissal of all 400+ students, including the 

siblings from WPS.  We are also asking that parent walk ups wait in the blue lined concrete area next to the 

picnic tables.  Teachers will be able to easily maneuver to their dismissal location while granting authorized 

adults their children.  We are excited to potentially cut down on the traffic flow of the car line and grant you 

efficient and safe access to your students.   

Since this is a new system implemented after school started, we will be allowing a grace period.   Your 

child’s teacher will be handing out cards to authorized parents/guardians over the next two weeks.  If you 

forget a card, no problem, the teacher or office can provide you with an extra or two.  Also, please feel free 

to take an extra card for a grandparent, or spouse’s vehicle, so that you won’t have to conduct a card 

exchange or inconvenience someone by having them come to the office to show id.   

In two weeks, October 2nd, if someone comes to pick up a student without a dismissal card, they will be 

asked to come to the office to show id to access a child.  If they are in a car, they will need to park and come 

in with an id.  Even if the teacher knows you, we will need to consistently implement the system of bringing 

your dismissal card daily to ensure student safety.  If it is a onetime mistake, grace will be extended, 

however, all parents/guardians will need to daily present a dismissal card.  This will also ensure any time a 

sub is present we are prepared with a safety measure for dismissal.  Your consistent implementation will 

support our efforts.     


